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29 A primary reason for Japan’s involvement in the 
Sino-Japanese War and the Russo-Japanese War 
was to
(1) acquire natural resources in Manchuria and 

Korea
(2) control trade and markets in Southeast Asia
(3) end Japan’s policy of isolationism
(4) remove foreign invaders from Japanese soil

Base your answer to question 30 on the passage 
below and on your knowledge of social studies.

 . . . His Majesty’s Government view with favour 
the establishment in Palestine of a national 
home for the Jewish people, and will use their 
best endeavours to facilitate the achievement 
of this object, it being clearly understood that 
nothing shall be done which may prejudice the 
civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish 
communities in Palestine, or the rights and 
political status enjoyed by Jews in any other 
country. . . .

30 This 1917 passage is taken from a document 
known as the
(1) Truman Doctrine
(2) Marshall Plan
(3) Fourteen Points
(4) Balfour Declaration

31 Which slogan is associated with the Bolshevik 
(Russian) Revolution?
(1) “An Eye for an Eye”
(2) “Peace, Land, and Bread”
(3) “Liberty, Equality, Fraternity”
(4) “Take up the White Man’s Burden”

32 Which action is most closely associated with 
Atatürk (Mustafa Kemal)?
(1) beginning the Zionist movement
(2) starting the Palestine Liberation Organi-

zation
(3) using Western practices to modernize 

Turkey
(4) enforcing Islamic law

33 Which aspect of the economy was emphasized in 
Joseph Stalin’s five-year plans?
(1) heavy industry
(2) consumer goods
(3) famine relief
(4) private landownership

34 Mohandas Gandhi is most closely associated with 
the
(1) support of violence and terrorism to end 

British rule
(2) desire to strengthen the caste system
(3) use of civil disobedience to gain political 

freedom
(4) establishment of a national religion in India

35 “. . . Seventy thousand people were killed 
instantly, and many more would die — 60,000 by 
November and another 70,000 by 1950. Most of 
them would be victims of a new method of killing 
— radiation. . . .”

— Ronald Takai

 The situation described in this passage was the 
direct result of which World War II event?
(1) blitz of London
(2) attack on Pearl Harbor
(3) D-Day invasion of Normandy
(4) bombing of Hiroshima

36 Between 1945 and 1947, the differences between 
the Hindus and the Muslims in India led to the
(1) Sepoy Mutiny
(2) Salt March
(3) policy of nonalignment
(4) partitioning of the subcontinent

37 What was a major reason for the formation of the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in 
1949?
(1) to control European trade
(2) to resist Soviet aggression
(3) to support the blockade of Berlin
(4) to strengthen communist governments
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25 Since the late 1940s, Northern Ireland, India, and
Israel have all faced which common problem?
(1) the need to adjust to a post-communist

political system
(2) continued violent confrontations between

different religious groups
(3) economic depression that resulted from rapid

industrialization
(4) overpopulation of urban centers

26 One reason that Britain and France agreed to
appease Hitler at the Munich Conference was to
(1) prevent the start of another world war
(2) stop the Nazis from invading the Soviet

Union
(3) obey an order from the League of Nations
(4) obtain advanced German military weapons in

exchange

27 Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy, and Communist
Russia were similar in that each
(1) protected individual rights
(2) elected their leaders through popular vote
(3) supported market-based economies
(4) established totalitarian governments

28 A. Atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.

B. Allies invade Europe on D-Day.
C. Germany invades Poland.
D. Japanese attack Pearl Harbor.
Which sequence shows the correct chronological
order of these World War II events, from earliest
to latest?
(1) A ! B ! C ! D (3) C ! D ! B ! A
(2) B ! A ! D ! C (4) D ! C ! A ! B

29 The United Nations was created primarily to
(1) prosecute persons accused of war crimes
(2) contain the spread of communism
(3) channel relief aid to war-torn nations
(4) provide a means of solving international

problems

30 During most of the Cold War period, which two
nations were divided into communist and
noncommunist parts?
(1) China and Mongolia
(2) Vietnam and Korea
(3) Pakistan and Ireland
(4) Poland and Cuba

31 Pol Pot, Joseph Stalin, and Slobodan Milosevic were
similar in that each leader supported actions that
(1) modernized their economies
(2) introduced democratic ideas
(3) supported minority rights
(4) violated human rights

32 A major goal of the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) in world affairs is to
(1) encourage development of alternative energy

sources
(2) promote international free trade
(3) provide funds for the World Bank
(4) regulate oil policies

33 Which concept led to the formation of the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and
the European Union (EU)?
(1) nationalism (3) interdependence
(2) imperialism (4) socialism

34 In the Soviet Union under Mikhail Gorbachev,
the trend toward private ownership of businesses
represented a move away from
(1) a traditional economy
(2) a command economy
(3) a free-market economy
(4) laissez-faire economics
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23 A major goal of both the Sepoy Mutiny in India 
and the Boxer Rebellion in China was to
(1) rid their countries of foreigners
(2) expand their respective territories
(3) receive international military support
(4) restore an absolute monarch to the throne

24 Early exploration of Africa by Europeans was 
hindered by the
(1) lack of natural resources in Africa
(2) alliances between African kingdoms
(3) isolationist policies of European monarchs
(4) many different physical features of Africa

25 Which action taken by the Meiji government 
encouraged industrialization in 19th-century 
Japan?
(1) building a modern transportation system
(2) limiting the number of ports open to foreign 

trade
(3) forcing families to settle on collective farms
(4) establishing a system of trade guilds

26 One goal of the League of Nations was to
(1) promote peaceful relations worldwide
(2) stimulate the economy of Europe
(3) bring World War I to an end
(4) encourage a strong alliance system

27 • Five-year plans
 • Collectivization of agriculture
 • Great Purge

 Which individual is associated with all these 
policies?
(1) Adolf Hitler (3) Deng Xiaoping
(2) Joseph Stalin (4) Jawaharlal Nehru

28 Japan’s invasion of Manchuria, Italy’s attack on 
Ethiopia, and Germany’s blitzkrieg in Poland are 
examples of
(1) military aggression (3) containment
(2) appeasement (4) the domino theory

29 Which statement about the worldwide Depression 
of the 1930s is a fact rather than an opinion?
(1) Political leaders should have prevented the 

Depression.
(2) Germany was hurt more by the Treaty of 

Versailles than by the Depression.
(3) The economic upheaval of the Depression 

had major political effects.
(4) World War I was the only reason for the 

Depression.

30 Which group was accused of violating human 
rights in the city of Nanjing during World War II?
(1) Americans (3) Japanese
(2) Chinese (4) Germans

31 One way in which the Hitler Youth of Germany 
and the Red Guard of China are similar is that 
both organizations
(1) required unquestioning loyalty to the leader
(2) helped increase religious tolerance
(3) hindered imperialistic goals
(4) led pro-democracy movements

32 • French intent to recolonize Indo-China after 
World War II

 • United States desire to prevent the spread of 
communism

 • United States support for the French in 
Southeast Asia

 These ideas are most closely associated with the
(1) causes of the conflict in Vietnam
(2) reasons for the Nationalist settlement of 

Taiwan
(3) factors that led to the Korean War
(4) results of the Marshall Plan

33 Which country is most closely associated with the 
terms pass laws, homelands, and white minority 
rule?
(1) El Salvador (3) Iran
(2) South Africa (4) Israel
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Base your answers to questions 36 and 37 on the map below and on your knowledge of social studies.

December 31, 1968
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36 In 1968, the areas labeled Estonian SSR,
Belorussian SSR, and Moldavian SSR referred to
(1) republics that were part of the Soviet Union
(2) members of the Central Powers
(3) independent nations of Eastern Europe
(4) members of the Organization of Petroleum

Exporting Countries (OPEC)

37 In 1968, the area east of the bold black boundary
included members of the
(1) Triple Alliance
(2) Warsaw Pact
(3) European Union (EU)
(4) North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
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36 Which group of countries became Soviet
satellites after World War II?
(1) France, Spain, Great Britain
(2) Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary
(3) Switzerland, Austria, Belgium
(4) Turkey, Greece, Italy

Base your answer to question 37 on the cartoon
below and on your knowledge of social studies.

37 What is the main idea of this 2002 cartoon?
(1) The United States refuses to become

involved in another war.
(2) Nuclear proliferation continues to threaten

world peace.
(3) The Cold War conflict continues today.
(4) Pakistan is the dominant nuclear force in this

region.

38 The goal of Mikhail Gorbachev’s policies of
perestroika and glasnost was to
(1) expand collectivization and communes
(2) resume development of Soviet nuclear

weapons
(3) stimulate economic growth and political

discussion
(4) stop expansion of the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization (NATO) into Eastern Europe

39 The destruction of the rain forests in Latin
America is primarily due to the
(1) diseases carried by insects
(2) wildfires occurring during dry seasons
(3) devastation caused by high winds during the

tropical storm season
(4) demand for timber, farmland, and grazing

land

40 Which Cold War event occurred last?
(1) Cuban missile crisis
(2) Korean War
(3) fall of the Berlin Wall
(4) Soviet invasion of Afghanistan

41 • Justinian issues a new code of laws.
• Greek culture is preserved.
• A split develops in Christianity between the

Roman Catholics and Orthodox Christians.

Which empire is most closely associated with
these statements?
(1) Byzantine (3) Mughal
(2) Persian (4) British

42 One way in which the ancient Inca Empire and
the Roman Empire are similar is that both
(1) fought rivals for control of the sea
(2) adopted Christianity as the state religion
(3) traded with other civilizations along the Silk

Road
(4) built a system of roadways throughout their

empires

Source: Auth, The Philadelphia Inquirer, 2002 (adapted)
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31 Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points influenced
many colonial peoples in Asia and Africa to
(1) create military alliances
(2) seek self-determination
(3) reject terrorism
(4) extend extraterritoriality

32 Which statement about Turkish leader Atatürk is
an opinion rather than a fact?
(1) He promoted modernization.
(2) His efforts led to the development of

industries.
(3) He encouraged people to wear western-style

clothing.
(4) His major accomplishment was the sepa-

ration of church and state.

33 Joseph Stalin’s policies in Ukraine during the
1930s directly resulted in
(1) widespread starvation
(2) agricultural self-sufficiency
(3) the development of cottage industries
(4) the use of subsistence farming techniques

34 . . . “You should take steps now to cease military
resistance. Otherwise, we shall resolutely employ
this bomb and all our other superior weapons to
promptly and forcefully end the war.” . . . 

This paragraph from a 1945 Allied leaflet warned
the 
(1) Czechs of a German invasion
(2) Americans in Hawaii of a Japanese attack
(3) Koreans of a Russian invasion
(4) Japanese civilians of a United States attack

35 The Marshall Plan was designed to stop the
spread of communism by providing
(1) government housing to refugees 
(2) military assistance to Vietnam
(3) funds for economic recovery in war-torn

European nations 
(4) nuclear weapons to North Atlantic Treaty

Organization (NATO) members

Base your answer to question 36 on the graphic
organizer below and on your knowledge of social
studies.

36 Which country best completes this graphic
organizer?
(1) Egypt (3) Sudan
(2) Iraq (4) Bangladesh

37 • China implemented a one-child policy.
• African nations established educational and

health care agendas.
• Latin American nations worked with the

United States to reduce drug trafficking.

Which conclusion can best be drawn using all of
these statements?
(1) The governments of different countries

reacted in various ways to the same problem.
(2) Population explosions took place in some

countries during the 20th century.
(3) Some countries looked toward other nations

to help solve their problems.
(4) Countries have had to address a variety of

economic and social problems.

Saddam Hussein
removed from

power.

Tensions rise
between Sunnis and

Shiites.

Kurds desire a
homeland.

?
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26 One reason the League of Nations failed as a
world organization was that it
(1) supported the rise of fascist states
(2) lacked a military force to settle conflicts
(3) dealt with conflict by establishing naval

blockades
(4) encouraged the annexation of territory by

force

27 Japan’s invasion of China in 1937 and Germany’s
attack on Poland in 1939 led directly to
(1) the beginning of World War II in Asia and

Europe
(2) a meeting at Yalta between the United States

and the Soviet Union
(3) a conference at Munich for European leaders
(4) the withdrawal of Britain and France from

European affairs

28 The Nuremberg Trials are considered an
important event in the 20th century because they
(1) brought an end to genocide
(2) condemned the use of nuclear weapons
(3) ruled on provisions for the postwar

occupation of Germany
(4) established principles of responsibility for

human rights violations

29 The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
was initially formed to
(1) promote religious freedom
(2) defend Western Europe from Soviet

aggression
(3) isolate member nations from the rest of the

world
(4) stop the flow of immigration between

member nations

30 What was one social change Mao Zedong
instituted in China after 1949?
(1) granting legal equality for men and women
(2) requiring arranged marriages
(3) adopting the practice of foot binding
(4) mandating Confucianism as the state

philosophy

Base your answers to questions 31 and 32 on the
cartoon below and on your knowledge of social
studies.

31 This 1989 cartoon suggests that the governments
of both China and East Germany
(1) removed the military from power
(2) allowed a shift in rule from autocracy to

fascism
(3) gave people the right to decide how they

would be ruled
(4) faced challenges in their ability to maintain

communist governments

32 Which event in China is symbolized by the “Lady
with the Light” in this 1989 cartoon?
(1) Long March
(2) Great Leap Forward
(3) Cultural Revolution
(4) Tiananmen Square protests

33 Which statement about the United Nations is a
fact rather than an opinion?
(1) The United Nations has too many

committees to be effective.
(2) The United Nations would be more efficient

if its headquarters moved to Europe.
(3) The membership of the United Nations has

increased since its formation.
(4) The United Nations has successfully met

most of its goals.

Source: Dana Summers, The Orlando Sentinel, 1989
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30 The rise of fascism in Germany between World
War I and World War II is often associated with
the 
(1) promotion of ethnic diversity
(2) appeal of the doctrine of nonviolence
(3) establishment of a strong parliamentary

system
(4) impact of the global economic depression 

31 One way in which the conquest of Manchuria by
the Japanese (1931) and the annexation of
Czechoslovakia by Germany (1939) are similar is
that these actions
(1) marked the end of the aggressive expansion

of these nations
(2) demonstrated the weakness of the League of

Nations
(3) reestablished the balance of power in the

world
(4) led to the Long March

32 During World War II, the importance of the 
D-Day invasion of 1944 was that it
(1) forced Germany to fight on multiple fronts
(2) made Germany move their military to the

Russian front
(3) ended the bombing of Germany
(4) demonstrated German military dominance

33 People would prefer their own bad government
rather than submit to the good government of a
foreign power.

Which concept is characterized by this
statement? 
(1) nationalism (3) socialism
(2) communism (4) militarism

34 Which function of the United Nations is based on
the concept of collective security?
(1) providing health services
(2) coordinating global peacekeeping
(3) monitoring educational programs
(4) assisting in agricultural research

Base your answer to question 35 on the cartoon
below and on your knowledge of social studies.

35 In this cartoon, which region is represented by
the nations that are seeking membership in the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)?
(1) Latin America (3) Southeast Asia
(2) Central Africa (4) Eastern Europe 

36 Which region is most closely associated with
conflict in the West Bank, Golan Heights, and the
Sinai Peninsula?
(1) East Africa (3) Western Europe
(2) Middle East (4) Central Asia

37 In the 1990s, which two countries dominated the
headlines because genocide was occurring in
those countries?
(1) Switzerland and Poland
(2) Vietnam and Singapore
(3) Sudan and Rwanda
(4) Costa Rica and Jamaica

38 Which leader’s policies included glasnost and
perestroika?
(1) Fidel Castro (3) Mikhail Gorbachev
(2) Nikita Khrushchev (4) Deng Xiaoping
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28 During the Cold War, nations that adopted a
policy of nonalignment believed they should
(1) be exempt from United Nations decisions
(2) restrict trade with neighboring countries
(3) reject international environmental treaties
(4) follow a course independent of the super-

powers

29 The use of the Marshall Plan in Western Europe
after World War II strengthened the forces of
(1) democracy (3) isolationism
(2) communism (4) autocracy

30 What was a direct result of the Four
Modernizations introduced in China by Deng
Xiaoping?
(1) Freedom of speech was guaranteed.
(2) Goods and services were evenly distributed.
(3) Economic opportunities were expanded.
(4) Fewer consumer goods were produced.

31 Which pair of countries that gained
independence in the 20th century experienced
the migration of millions of people across their
shared borders due to religious tensions?
(1) Czech Republic and Slovakia
(2) Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan
(3) Egypt and Libya
(4) India and Pakistan

32 A goal of modern-day religious fundamentalism 
is to 
(1) combine the religious teachings of Islam and

Christianity
(2) maintain traditional religious values in society
(3) encourage the practice of other religions
(4) adopt secular attitudes instead of religious

beliefs

33 What have members of the European Union (EU)
and countries of the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) both attempted to do?
(1) reduce regional trade barriers
(2) monopolize iron and steel production
(3) establish collective farms
(4) seize control of the production and

distribution of resources

Base your answer to question 34 on the cartoon
below and on your knowledge of social studies.

Source: Brian Barling, Christian Science Monitor,
April 25, 2008

34 What is the main idea of this cartoon?
(1) Petroleum is being overproduced.
(2) The demand for petroleum exceeds production.
(3) Fossil fuels are unevenly distributed.
(4) The demands of global environmental groups

have increased.

35 The desire of the Kurds and of the Palestinians
for independent states is based on the principle
of
(1) free trade (3) collective security
(2) nationalism (4) modernization

36 Which leader is most closely associated with
Desmond Tutu and F. W. de Klerk?
(1) Jomo Kenyatta (3) Nelson Mandela
(2) Kwame Nkruhmah (4) Jawaharlal Nehru

37 Since the end of the Cold War, what has been the
primary cause of conflicts in Chechnya,
Azerbaijan, and Bosnia?
(1) religious and ethnic tensions
(2) adoption of capitalism
(3) poor health care and starvation
(4) efforts at Russification
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Base your answer to question 33 on the excerpt
below and on your knowledge of social studies.

. . . No one in this country [Great Britain] who
examines carefully the terms under which Hitler’s
troops begin their march into Czecho-Slovakia
to-day can feel other than unhappy. Certainly the
Czechs will hardly appreciate Mr. Chamberlain’s
phrase that it is “peace with honour.”. . .

— “Return from Munich,” Guardian, October 1, 1938

33 The author of this excerpt is reacting to Prime
Minister Chamberlain’s policy of
(1) self-determination (3) containment
(2) ethnic segregation (4) appeasement

34 Which action is associated with Joseph Stalin?
(1) expanding privatization
(2) establishing five-year plans
(3) encouraging glasnost
(4) promoting détente

35 In the 1950s, what was the status of most
countries in Eastern Europe?
(1) members of the Common Market
(2) participants in the Marshall Plan
(3) allies of the United States
(4) satellites of the Soviet Union

Global Hist. & Geo. – Aug. ’11 [6]

Base your answer to question 32 on the posters below and on your knowledge of social studies.

32 Which concept is represented in these World War I recruiting posters?
(1) justice (3) nationalism
(2) diversity (4) humanism

Source: Fairchild Memorial Gallery, Lauinger Library, Georgetown University
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38 The destruction of the Berlin Wall and the 
breakup of the Soviet Union signify the
(1) end of the Cold War
(2) collapse of the Taliban
(3) strength of the Warsaw Pact
(4) power of the European Union

39 In the 20th century, urbanization affected the 
developing nations of Africa, Asia, and Latin 
America by
(1) reducing literacy rates
(2) weakening traditional values
(3) strengthening caste systems
(4) increasing the isolation of women

40 Which statement about the impact of the AIDS 
epidemic in both Africa and Southeast Asia is 
most accurate?
(1) Life expectancy in both regions is declining.
(2) The availability of low-cost drugs has cured 

most of those infected.
(3) The introduction of awareness programs has 

eliminated the threat of the disease.
(4) Newborn babies and young children have not 

been affected by the disease.

41 In August 1990, Iraq invaded Kuwait. The United 
Nations response led to the Persian Gulf War of 
1991.  This response is an example of
(1) détente (3) totalitarianism
(2) empire building (4) collective security

42 One similarity between the Roman Empire and 
the Ottoman Empire is that both
(1) reached their height of power at the same 

time
(2) developed parliamentary governments
(3) ensured equality for women
(4) declined because of corruption in 

government

43 Which statement regarding the impact of 
geography on Japan is most accurate?
(1) Large plains served as invasion routes for 

conquerors.
(2) Arid deserts and mountains caused isolation 

from Asia.
(3) Lack of natural resources led to a policy of 

imperialism.
(4) Close proximity to Africa encouraged exten-

sive trade with Egypt.

Global Hist. & Geo. – June ’08 [8] 

Base your answer to question 37 on the time line below and on your knowledge of social studies.

1973
Egypt attacks
Israel on Yom
Kippur

1982
Israel invades
Lebanon

1978
Camp David
Accords are signed

1993
Rabin agrees to withdraw
from Palestinian territory

1987
PLO begins the
first Intifada

2004
Israel destroys
suspected weapons
workshop in Gaza

37 Which conclusion can be drawn from this time line?
(1) Israel withdrew from the Camp David Accords.
(2) The Palestinian army is superior to the Israeli army.
(3) Long-lasting peace in the Middle East has been difficult to achieve.
(4) Neighboring countries have not been involved in the Arab-Israeli conflict.



Base your answer to question 42 on the
photograph below and on your knowledge of social
studies.

42 This 1989 photograph symbolizes the
(1) end of the Cold War
(2) importance of the Berlin airlift
(3) creation of a divided Germany
(4) fear of Nazism among Germans

43 In Iran, both the Revolution of 1979 and the rise
of Islamic fundamentalism have caused
(1) an increase in women’s rights
(2) tension between traditionalism and modern-

ization to continue
(3) foreign control of natural resources to expand
(4) the introduction of a communist form of

government

Base your answer to question 44 on the graph
below and on your knowledge of social studies.

44 This graph suggests a potential problem for
nations
(1) with a favorable balance of trade
(2) with both industrial and agricultural exports
(3) that rely on a cash crop to support their

economy
(4) whose economies have been diversified

45 Which sequence of events is listed in the correct
chronological order?
(1) Crusades ! French Revolution !

Renaissance
(2) French Revolution ! Crusades !

Renaissance
(3) Crusades ! Renaissance ! French

Revolution
(4) Renaissance ! Crusades ! French

Revolution

Global Hist. & Geo. – Jan. ’06 [8]

The Berlin Wall

Source: http://imagesrvr.epnet.com/embimages/
imh/archivephoto/full/g1952059.jpg

— Reuters/David Brauchli/Archive Photos
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Source: Wall Street Journal, June 26, 2002
(adapted)
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